Abstract. When numerically simulating a kinetic model of n + nn + semiconductor device, obtaining a constant macroscopic current at steady-state is still a challenging task. Part of the difficulty comes from the multiscale, discontinuous nature of both p|n junctions which create spikes of electric field and enclose a channel where corresponding depletion layers glue together. The kinetic formalism furnishes a model holding inside the whole domain, but at the price of strongly-varying parameters. By concentrating both the electric acceleration and the linear collision terms at each interface of a Cartesian computational grid, we can treat them by means of a Godunov scheme involving 2 types of scattering matrices. Combining both these mechanisms into a global S-matrix can be achieved thanks to "Redheffer's star-product". Assuming that the resulting S-matrix is stochastic permits to prove maximum principles under a mild CFL restriction. Numerical illustrations of collisional Landau damping and various n + nn + devices are provided on coarse grids.
1. Introduction and preliminaries. Our main goal is to compute a reliable numerical kinetic density of mobile charge carriers (either electrons or holes) in the vicinity of a p|n junction represented on an interface of the 1D computational grid. The following simplifying assumptions are made throughout this text:
1. carriers recombination is not modeled, we treat only one equation rendering for the dynamics of the majority carriers (i.e. electrons), 2. the dielectric value is depends on impurity concentration (i.e. doping), 3 . the carriers mobility can depend on both the doping and the electric field. Numerical issues come from the subtle balance occurring around a p|n junction:
• conduction electrons from donors (resp. holes for acceptors) first are attracted by opposite ions, hence diffuse out of the n (resp. p) area, • until the negative ionization of acceptors (resp. positive ionization of donors) creates a potential barrier stopping this motion.
• This "spiky" electric field is supported inside a limited region, located around the junction, where electrons (holes) aren't available for current conduction. It is called a "depletion layer", its length depends on impurity concentration and applied voltage: this area can be identified as an intrinsic semiconductor. The channel of a n + nn + device gets filled with carriers until depletion layers corresponding to both the forward bias and the specificities of the junctions are correctly created and merged.
1.1. The relaxation-time approximation (RTA) kinetic model. A derivation of the "RTA approximation" of the low-density quadratic collision term of VlasovBoltzmann (also called Boltzmann-Poisson) equation is presented in [38] , pages 85-86. Here, following [15] , we simplify further this multi-D weakly nonlinear kinetic equation by restricting our study to simplified devices in one dimension by assuming that most of the salient features of the electronic transport are given in the direction parallel to the force field induced by Poisson's potential. Hence we are led to considering the following kinetic equation, already scrutinized in [33] , Chapters 11 and 15:
where f (t, x, v) stands for the kinetic density depending on a time, space and velocity variables, τ is a relaxation time and E(t, x) = −∂ x ϕ(t, x) is the electric field given by:
2)
The parameter λ 2 > 0 is the scaled Debye length which renders the electrons screening distance in the material and ρ D (x) > 0 is the doping profile, i.e. the concentration of donor impurities molten in the semiconductor crystal. Generally, the equations (1.1), (1.2) are set in a bounded space domain, x ∈ (−1, 1) and boundary conditions read: f (t, x = ∓1, ±|v|) = ρ D (∓1)M θ (v), ϕ(t, x = −1) = 0, ϕ(t, x = 1) = −V, (1.3)
being the Maxwellian distribution at the lattice temperature θ > 0 and V > 0 a voltage bias. Such inflow boundary data render ohmic contacts at each device's edge. It's essentially the model advocated in e.g. [12, 15] and studied theoretically in [13, 27] .
1.2. Overview of the "elementary solutions" literature. According to e.g. [2] , a main goal when it comes to performing numerical simulations of the aforementioned weakly nonlinear system is the determination of the so-called "Current-Voltage relation", that is to say the (constant) macroscopic flow J(t, x) = R vf (t, x, v)dv at steady-state expressed as a function of the biasing value V . Clearly, this asks for a numerical method which is able to stabilize in large times onto a stationary kinetic densityf endowed with a constant moment of order 1: see [11] for theoretical details. Such a requirement is reminiscent of the so-called "well-balanced property" for shallow water equations, for which one seeks numerical stationary flows endowed with a constant discharge, even in presence of a strongly-varying topography term [14] .
This leads to the question about extending the well-balanced framework from quasi-linear hyperbolic systems of balance laws toward collisional kinetic equations: instead of localizing a topography term at each interface of a Cartesian computational grid, one is now led to (formally) concentrate, by means of Dirac masses [29] , both the collision process, and the Vlasov acceleration term as well. The handling of linear collisional processes in a kinetic time-dependent setup is described in [30, 31, 32] and reviewed in Part II of [33] : it consists in building at each interface a "scattering matrix" which relates the incoming states f (±|v|), cf. [28] and Fig. 2.1 . This scattering matrix is usually obtained from the exact integration of the stationary equations (more astute manners exist, see [9] ).
In the context of 1+1-dimensional linear kinetic models, this immediately raises the issue of deriving exact solutions of boundary-value problems for the corresponding stationary equations: such a program was thoroughly studied after Case's influential paper [16] on "elementary solutions", see e.g. [1, 7, 17, 18, 39] which can be presented as "spectral Green's functions" [5] . Thanks to Siewert's works [3, 4, 47] , this was converted into a numerical algorithm, originally designed for steady-state computations involving least-square procedures, referred to as "Analytical Discrete-Ordinates". The extension to unsteady equations was first performed in [30] just by observing that the well-balanced approach is equivalent to concentrating the scattering process of collisions at each interface of the grid: this led to high-quality numerical results for various models [33] . One shortcoming at this stage was the difficulty of including a Vlasov-type acceleration term: indeed, several authors tried to derive a set of "elementary solutions" for simple models of collisional Vlasov equations, see [21, 42, 49] . Unfortunately, left apart the special case of Vlasov-Fokker-Planck models (see [33] , Chapters 12-13), these spectral solutions were far too intricate to be used for producing an efficient numerical routine. An alternative construction was set up in [33] , Chapter 11, and led to an efficient algorithm partially built on a high-field asymptotic distribution [26, 12] . However, this derivation may be felt as somewhat rigid because such an asymptotic density is rarely exactly computable. A remedy may consist in "marrying" both the exact resolutions of a Vlasov equation by means of the Hamiltonian-Preserving method, see [37] also [10, 34] , which can be rephrased as the action of a local (stochastic) scattering matrix and a linear collisional one. An issue is that one doesn't obtain a scattering matrix out of the matrix product of two of them; the key is to consider instead the Redheffer's star-product, [44, 48] .
1.3. Organization of the paper. Our main objective is to describe a practical algorithm which combines the nice properties of both the Hamiltonian-Preserving (HP) treatment of the Vlasov acceleration term [37, 50] and the scattering matrices obtained through the so-called Analytical Discrete-Ordinates (ADO) method [3, 4, 47] , thanks to the Redheffer product of scattering matrices, in the formulation of [48] . The paper is organized as follows: §2 is devoted to the derivation of the scattering matrices corresponding to the linear collision process (see §2.1) and the electric acceleration (see §2.2), respectively. The Redheffer product is presented in §3, together with a simple fix to ensure current preservation at the interfaces (see §3.2). A maximum principle for the resulting Godunov scheme is deduced in Proposition 1 (see §3.
3). The drifted-Maxwellian simplification for handling source and drain heavily doped regions is recalled in §4, together with a correct manner to implement inflow boundary conditions. Then, in §5, some numerical results are provided at numerical steady-state in presence of discontinuous parameters. In §6, a more involved situation, where the relaxation parameter τ depends also on the electric field in order to render pinching effects and mobility saturation is studied. After concluding remarks delivered in §7, an Appendix A displays a short numerical study of weakly collisional Landau damping, following [22] (and [33] , pages 225-227).
2. Scattering matrices for acceleration and collisions. Before entering the matters core, let us state a few relevant notions of linear algebra: Definition 1. A N × N real matrix M is called stochastic (or "Markov matrix") if all its entries are non-negative and the sum of each line's components equals 1:
Lemma 2.1. Let the N × N real matrix M be stochastic, then:
1. it preserves non-negativity, 2. 1 is an eigenvalue associated to 1 :
Proof. Consider any X ∈ R N + , the i th component of M X is N j=1 M i,j X j which is non-negative as a sum of non-negative terms (any line of M realizes a convex combination). If X = 1, any component of M X reads N j=1 M i,j = 1 hence 1 is the eigenvector associated to the eigenvalue 1. Lastly, for any X ∈ R N with X ∞ = 1, the i th component of M X satisfies
Then M ∞ ≤ 1 and since 1 is eigenvalue associated to 1, M ∞ = 1.
2.1. Scattering matrix for linear (RTA) collision term. Hereafter, we are given a Cartesian computational grid in t, x determined by the positive parameters ∆t, ∆x; the shorthand notation is used, x j = j∆x, t n = n∆t, the control cell located around x j is C j = (x j− ). Moreover, a maximal value of the velocity modulus is fixed, v M AX > 0 and an even (Gaussian) quadrature is set on the interval (−1, 1). As it is symmetric and 0 doesn't belong to it, it can safely be multiplied by v M AX ,
The shorthand notation will be used frequently:
The numerical schemes advocated in Part II of [33] hinge on deriving a Godunov scheme for the "localized equation" which reads, when only collisions are included:
).
This is essentially the approach suggested in [29] : the presence of this "localized source term" induces a static discontinuity at each interface separating 2 control cells C j−1 and C j and implies that the Godunov scheme reads, for each 0
Let S τ stand for the scattering matrix which relates incoming/outgoing states at each interface x j− 1 2
: the former numerical scheme rewrites in a less usual way,
The presentation is now centered on each interface x j− 1 2 of the grid (like in [23] ), instead of the former one which is centered on each cell C j . Observe that, since 0 < v k ∈ V, the states f [28] the Dirac mass located at x j− 1 2 . Previous experience implies that the entries of the scattering matrix are known from the solving of the (forward/backward) boundaryvalue problem with inflow data for the stationary equation of the original problem,
. Solving the forward/backward problem for this last equation is easy according to Case's theory of "elementary solutions" that we don't recall; we refer instead to [6, 7, 16, 17, 39] . According to [3, 4, 47] , one can derive the 2K × 2K matrix S τ by:
1. determining the eigenmodes ν k (sometimes called "constants of separation") by considering the approximate stationary equation in the following form,
Analogously with the continuous case, the separation variable ν is introduced:
Plugging into (2.3) and taking the quadrature rule into account yields:
We denote Φ ± (ν) = ϕ(ν, ±v k ) k∈{1+K,...,2K} thus an eigenvalue problem arises:
In [4, 47] , Barichello, Siewert and Wright present an astute manner to recast this eigenvalue problem into a simpler formulation, which allows to prove the "interlacing property":
assembling the matrices M,M based on the "elementary solutions". Sincē g(x, v) = 1, x − v are obviously solutions associated to the zero-eigenvalue, one deduces thatf (
are too (they are sometimes called "linear diffusion solutions" [25] ). The other solutions are associated with finite eigenmodes:
E is a finite superposition of damped modes involving ν, the "Knudsen layers":
In order to compute the 2K outgoing statesf (∆x, v k ),f (0, −v k ), v k ∈ V, we must first deduce the set of 2K coefficients α, β, A, B from the supplied boundary dataf (0, v k ),f (∆x, −v k ), and then exploit them to derive the sought values. This leads to inverting a 2K × 2K matrix M depending on ν ∈ R
and to defining the complementary matrix:
is the expression of the desired scattering S-matrix used in (2.2), see Fig. 2 .1. 
as one can easily check on a computer that for any τ, K > 0, the productM M −1 is stochastic. However, proving rigorously that this property holds uniformly in τ, K is an open problem, except for the simple case K = 1 (see [33] , Chapter 9, for details).
Scattering matrix for the Vlasov acceleration term.
The derivation of an approximation of the scattering matrix S E for the linear Vlasov equation,
follows exactly from the same ideas as before, except that it appears simpler as one doesn't need "elementary solutions". The exact solution of a inflow boundary-value (forward/backward) problem for the stationary equation, v∂ xf + E∂ vf = 0 is given simply by "shifting velocities" as it is explained in [33, 34, 37, 50] . This construction (called "Scheme I" in [37] ) furnishes a scattering matrix for Hamiltonian-Preserving by means of linear interpolation: numerical difficulties can arise because of the possibly weak variance of the probability densityf , see e.g. [46] . Once the 2K × 2K matrix S E is known, the numerical treatment of (2.8) simply consists in iterating (2.2) with S E instead of S τ . Hereafter, we recall how to construct S E :
1. one first observes that it is enough to consider E < 0, because the stationary equation v∂ xf + E∂ vf = 0 is invariant if both v, E change signs. This means:
2. assuming that E < 0, one loops on the indexes k ∈ {1, 2, ..., K}:
•
3. The former linear interpolation doesn't systematically preserve neither the total mass nor the current. Another choice is to replace it by:
The resulting matrix isn't always stochastic: it can contain negative entries. In the paper [37] , the so-called "Scheme II" appears to be built in such a way so as to preserve the currents across the scattering process (see Fig 2. 2). Its implementation seems quite heavy (see pages 294-296) though. ∈ R, and following e.g. [7] , consider the incoming/outgoing states:
.
By consistency with the stationary kinetic problem, we want mass conservation,
(even if that is somewhat contradictory with working out Gaussian distributions in a bounded domain of the velocity variable) together with current preservation:
and Id be the identity, the modified S-matrix,
enforces both mass and current preservations: (2.9), (2.10) hold for f out =S E f in . Proof. The equalities (2.9), (2.10) mean that f in − f out has 2 vanishing moments against 1 and |v|. By linearity, such a property extends to any test function α + β|v|, α, β ∈ R 2 , too. Hence
) scalar product to the plane spanned by {1, |v|}. Now, it is easy to see that,
constitute an orthonormal basis of this plane. The least-squares solution,
has both the desired vanishing moments and is in Range(S E ). Remark 2. The S-matrix formalism, suggested in [28, 29] , is a manner to compute wave interactions in a very linearly degenerate framework: indeed, the Godunov scheme (2.2) inside a bounded domain can be seen as approximating a "lifted system",
where a(x) is a staircase function constant on C j 's, and jumping of ∆x at each in-
(this jump yields a Dirac mass). When setting up the discrete-ordinates (2.1) in the v variable, we get a strictly hyperbolic (2K + 1) × (2K + 1) system where 2K characteristic fields are linear, and the last one is only linearly degenerate: the S-matrix gives the jump relations when the linear waves interact with the LD field.
3. Combining acceleration and collisions with Redheffer product. Fig. 3.1 . Illustration of Redheffer star-product 3.1. Redheffer star-products of both scattering matrices. Now we have at hand all the elements to generate a scattering matrix for the linear problem,
the "Redheffer product" [44] of the aforementioned matrices S τ and S E n j− 1 2
. Roughly speaking, it all amounts to a "space-splitting" algorithm, in which any two different scattering mechanisms are flanked infinitesimally close to one another. Following [48] , we recall a definition of this "⋆" product of 2 partitioned 2K × 2K matrices L, L 1 (see Fig. 3 .1):
where both A, B, C, D and
for Id standing for the K × K identity matrix. Obviously, for numerical efficiency, one must never implement the inverse of these K × K matrices, but instead perform simpler inversions of the resulting 2 linear systems. The Godunov scheme we propose for solving (1.1) is thus a slight modification of (2.2) which reads precisely:
with the scattering matrix, partially deduced from a standard approximation of (1.2),
We stress that, since the kinetic density f n j (±V) is defined at each x j , its moments are too, and consequently also the electric potential ϕ thanks to a standard secondorder finite-difference algorithm. Hence the electric field, a first-order derivative of ϕ, is naturally computed at each interface x j− 1 2 , and this is exactly what we want within a "scattering perspective". Of course, the choice (3.3) is not unique: by analogy with second-order Strang's splitting in time, one may want to define instead
thanks to the associativity of the ⋆-product, [48] (for a higher CPU cost, though). Such a symmetric S-matrix reveals itself useful for instance in computing accurately a n + nn + device with zero bias imposed at both its edges. Since the scattering matrix S E doesn't automatically generate outgoing states for which the macroscopic current is a constant, the scheme (3.2)-(3.3) may not stabilize correctly in large times: possible remedies are either the procedure presented in §2.3 or an even simpler fix below.
3.2.
A simple fix to enforce current conservation. We explain now how one can proceed in order to recover a constant current across any interface x j− 1 2 in a cheap and robust manner. The Godunov scheme reads for K = 1 + K, ..., 2K:
where, as shown in Fig. 2 .1,f
). Let δ ∈ R stand for the possible macroscopic current defect, that is,
One must distribute this defect on both sides,f j− (±V) in order to ensure that the macroscopic flow is constant across each interface: let 
one recovers two outgoing statesf * j− 1 2
(±v k ) such that the macroscopic current is constant across the discontinuity induced by the Dirac mass (which is essential for treating correctly the mass continuity equation). In practice, bypassing this slight correction of the scattered states of the kinetic equation prevents the numerical scheme to stabilize in large times onto an approximate kinetic density f n j (±V) endowed with a flat macroscopic current (the flux term in the mass continuity equation).
We are left with a free parameter α, which value is fixed by mass conservation:
This constraint yields the following value: if |δ| > 0,
However
preserves the total mass,
then the expression simplifies and finally one finds:
Notice that at numerical steady-state, velocity distributions match each other:
In practice, the fix (3.6) can be set up even when the local scattering matrix S n j− 1 2
doesn't exactly preserve the total mass, which is a rather stringent condition because one never has an infinite support in the v variable thus "tails" |v k | ≃ v M AX are usually (slightly) flawed. Results of the forthcoming sections were obtained this way.
3.3. Stability of the resulting Godunov scheme. An interesting property of this method based on scattering S-matrices is its weak CFL criterion.
and assume both that,
is stochastic for all j, n ∈ Z × N.
Then the Godunov scheme (3.2) is positivity-preserving and obeys to:
Proof. We assume that initial data are sampled in such a manner that the L ∞ norm is preserved at time n = 0. From Lemma 2.1, any matrix S
preserves the L ∞ norm and non-negativity: thus for any j, k ∈ Z × {1, ..., 2K}, f n+1 j (v k ) ≥ 0 as a sum of non-negative terms. Now, by using the presentation (2.2), it comes
The indexk is the one for which the "max" is reached. This is enough to ensure that for all j ∈ Z, there holds
and (3.7) follows by induction. For instance, Proposition 1 directly applies when setting up the matrix S E derived in §2.2 in the context of Hamiltonian-Preserving approximations of linear Vlasov equations (which solutions are obtained by the method of characteristics, hence the maximum principle clearly holds). Such a uniform bound was obtained in [37] too, but here we show that it holds under a weaker CFL restriction. For kinetic equations endowed with linear relaxation, Proposition 1 applies to the modified scheme (2.7) in Remark 1: the obstacle is to prove rigorously thatM M −1 is stochastic for K > 1. Remark 3. The bound (3.7) yields compactness in the weak-⋆ topology. In the special case where the S-matrix is stochastic and depends only of time (not of space),
then a L ∞ dissipation estimate holds for divided differences approximating 
Computation of an approximate scattering matrix.
For completeness, we hereafter recall quickly the algorithm presented in [33] , pages 222-224. One argues that, since the hypothesis f (t, x, v) ≃ M θ (v)ρ(t, x) is used in deriving (1.1), see [38] page 84, the same procedure may allow to simplify the acceleration term in strongly doped areas: by approaching it with E(t, x)∂ v (ρ(t, x)M θ (v)), it comes,
supplemented by (1.2) [42, 26] . The terminology "drifted Maxwellian" comes from:
for τ |E| ≪ 1. It corresponds to a modeling where the motion of electrons is governed by the host medium's convection and scattering [42] . If τ |E| is small and the density of electrons has a velocity profile close to M θ (v − τ E), a displaced Maxwellian determined by the temperature θ and the local drift velocity of the background medium, both models can be expected to yield similar results (and not far from the ones of the corresponding diffusion approximation) because even if the two kinetic equations describe two distinct physical processes, they share the same diffusion approximation. At a given interface x j− 1 2
, let's assume we know an average valueρ of the macroscopic density: the method of elementary solutions suggests an ansatz in the form,
is the electric field,ρ =ρ(f n j−1 , f n j ) is a local approximation of the macroscopic density, for instance, one may detect any spurious negative value with
E stands again for the damped modes (2.5). For a convenient choice of the coefficients, the expression is meant to match the incoming states:
and with the same coefficients, the outgoing statesf j− 1 2 (±V) read:
Just recalling the matrix S τ from (2.6), it boils down to:
The Godunov scheme (2.2)-(4.2) supplemented by a standard finite-differences Poisson solver for (1.2) is the algorithm which is used in [33] to obtain the numerical results of Fig. 11 .5 (see page 229). Its large-time behavior is consistent with [11] but one drawback is that the electrons temperature remains too close to the lattice's θ.
Implementation of inflow Maxwellian boundary conditions.
Realistic computations are carried out in a computational domain which is bounded in the space variable. In order to implement Maxwellian injection on the left/right boundaries within a well-balanced framework, one discretizes the left state (handling the right one is done similarly) as
Without loss of generality, assume that x lef t = 0, C 0 is the "ghost cell" centered in j = 0 so the interface with the first computational cell C 1 is 
,
(−V) are useless. These boundary conditions are implemented in heavily doped regions (the source and the drain for a one-dimensional n + nn + device) where the deviation from the normalized Maxwellian can be fairly considered small. Hence temperature jumps at borders remain small too. The uniform L ∞ bound in Proposition 1 cannot hold here because there is a net mass flow through both the boundaries until the macroscopic current becomes a constant in the whole computational domain, at steady-state [11] .
5. Equilibration of a n + nn + one-dimensional transistor. We display hereafter the behavior of these "scattering schemes" on elementary models of n + nn + devices: the temperature is fixed to θ = • in both highly doped zones (source and drain), the scheme (2.2)-(4.2), • in the low-doped channel, the scheme (3.2)-(3.4) with the current fix (3.6). We aim at checking the positivity-preserving properties and large-time stabilization arising from the standard choice of initial data induced by the doping profile: 5.1. Well-balancing without collisions in the channel. We first want to display the behavior of the most elementary model where the linear Vlasov equation is set up in the device's channel, which is equivalent to let the collision rate diverge τ → +∞. Vlasov equation describes ballistic charge transport, so such a model can be the one of a "metal-semiconductor" device, a Schottky junction. Hence, in the interval
2 ), we simply use the scheme (3.2) with either the scattering matrix S E (see Lemma 2.2), or the Hamiltonian-Preserving one S E with the current fix (3.6). Results at time t = 100 are displayed in Fig. 5.1 . One can see that the whole picture is completely symmetric around x = 0, the macroscopic current is of the order to 10 −8 , constant in the doped zones (source and drain) and monotone decreasing in the channel. The temperature is around 0.51 in the channel, 2% higher than the lattice's value θ. There is no collision process to tame the electric acceleration for
2 ) in the presence of the other discontinuous parameters (see Table 5 .1) hence this test-case is delicate to stabilize, despite its apparent simplicity.
0.01 1 0.01 λ 2 (x) 0.05 0.5 0.05 Table 5 .2 Doping values, relaxation time, scaled Debye length for a standard diode.
Steady-state balance with zero bias.
Here we use a constant (non-zero) collision rate in the channel (see Table 5 .2) and keep on working out numerically the case where a null bias is applied at the edges of the device. We must deal with another type of difficulty because, even if we have now a collision process in the channel to tame the Vlasov acceleration term, the simple Redheffer product (3.3) is by construction asymmetrical and leads, in large time, to the onset of a spurious current in the whole device. Here, one aims at keeping as much as possible the symmetry of the initial data thus it is necessary to use the "Strang-type" star-product (3.4). Results at numerical steady-state, involving the current fix (3.6), are displayed on Fig. 5 .2, where a small (spurious) current of the order of 10 −9 appears again. The fact that these spurious currents are identical with and without collisions in the channel shows that, as soon as the star-product (3.4) is used, no worsening of large-time behavior appears despite handling a higher model complexity. The parameters τ, λ 2 , ρ D (x) are the same as the ones written in [33] , Table 11 .2; numerical results can be compared to what is displayed there, on Fig. 15.4 , page 303. All considered quantities are very similar to the "high field scheme", except for the temperature, which appears much lower with the present algorithm. We don't have any rigorous explanation for this difference, especially because 3 schemes (well-balanced N -scheme [45] , high-field WB of Chapter 15 [33] , and the present one) yield 3 different temperatures.
We now define the so-called "Kullback-Leibler information",
which measures the loss of information when the distribution f is replaced by the simpler one ρ(t, x)M θ (v). The evolution in time of K(t, ·) L 1 (−1,1) corresponds to the red curve in the graphic, bottom right of Fig. 5.2 , which is shown together with the L 2 residual on f (black curve), the 1) ) and the mass growth ( ρ(t, ·) L 1 (−1,1) blue curve). Residuals on f decrease monotonically, and total mass increases too. As expected, ∂ x J(t, ·) L 2 (−1,1) decreases but slower than residuals (a plateau seems to exist around 10 −2 ). The L first grows as carriers begin to fill the channel, then decreases until it reaches a stable plateau: this indicates that close to each junction, the kinetic density f is quite different from a Maxwellian distribution, as signaled by the (small) temperature spikes. This feature was overlooked by a scheme proposed in [33] : see Figs. 11.5 and 11.7.
5.3.
Flat currents with moderate bias. Now we aim at mimicking the test displayed in [33] , Fig. 15 .8 on page 308. A moderate bias V = − 1 2 is imposed on the right side x = 1, and the device is expected to stabilize in large time onto a stationary regime endowed with a constant macroscopic current (which allows to stabilize the increase of the total mass contained in the device ρ(t, ·) L 1 ). Results at t = 100 are displayed on Fig. 5.4 , and again, what shows up first is the electrons temperature which is clearly lower than the ones obtained by means of both the "Nscheme" and the "high field scheme" which were set up in [33] . Besides, the (constant) value of the current is very close to the most flat one in [33] , and apart from the 2 small discontinuities at the junctions which appear with the "high field scheme", the macroscopic densities appear identical (and the electric fields too).
According to [35] (page 18) or [41] , the length of a depletion layer around a p|n junction scales with λ, the square root of the scaled Debye length. The parameters given in Table 5 .2 indicate that the size of the depletion layer located around x ≃ ∓ runs from x ≃ 0.3 to x = 1. The resistance of a depletion layer grows with its length, hence we have a big current generated in the source, which carriers cannot recombine correctly in the channel. This is exactly what we want unless the transistor reduces just to an elementary p|n diode with a lot of "exiting current". In order to recover a big current in the drain, one reverse-polarizes the second p|n junction and sets up a strong potential drop (the forward bias −|V |): this reversed diode acts just as an anode which captures all the electrons, not recombined in the channel. A depletion layer can be thought of as an intrinsic semiconductor, hence ballistic transport of carriers is possible (thanks to Bloch theory) up to lattice vibrations which increase quickly with the temperature θ. Hence it would make sense to let the relaxation time τ , at least in the channel, grow with θ, too.
It is remarkable that the elementary kinetic model (1.1), (1.2) which doesn't contain any recombination/depletion information, succeeds in reproducing such a complex behavior, just relying on the self-consistent Poisson equation (1.2). The dynamics of this model (henceforth of the numerical scheme) are governed by:
• particles enter the computational domain through the ohmic contacts (1.3),
• they cannot settle in the doped areas because λ is low (quasi-neutrality),
• they accelerate and slowly fill in the channel (where λ is bigger) because they feel the anode's attraction (rendered by means of the forward bias) until a stable balance is reached with Poisson's self-consistent repulsive forces. Hence the balancing effect of the scattering matrices is of critical importance as it is (t = 100) with constant collision rate in the channel.
the only effect still present in the kinetic model which is able to mimic the depletion layers. The net gain is that it suffices to run a simple model instead of simulating a more involved two-species equation endowed with a recombination process.
6. Velocity saturation with field-dependent relaxation time. It is stipulated, e.g. in [35] (see page 24) , that in order to render a saturation effect, namely that the drift velocity and the collision rate must be bounded functions of the modulus of the electric field |E| in order to prevent infinite values if |E| becomes unbounded in the vicinity of transition points (junctions). This modification, leading to the well-known phenomenon of velocity saturation has 2 antagonistic outcomes:
• it tames even more the electric acceleration near the boundaries of the channel by strongly increasing the collision rate. Consequently, the possible "temperature spikes" are affected there too,
0.015 0.05 0.015 Table 6 .1 Doping values, relaxation time, scaled Debye length for the saturation diode.
• it worsens both the nonlinearity and the stiffness of the kinetic equation, thus numerically achieving a stationary balance between all these nonlinear terms becomes even more delicate. Corresponding parameters are shown in Table 6 .1 where the (discontinuous) Debye length was also decreased in order to decrease the possible mass inflow in the device before reaching steady-state. This choice increases the electric field around the junctions, thus makes the effect of the field-dependent collision rate more noticeable.
6.1. Zero bias with a regime close to quasi-neutrality. With respect to the values displayed in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2, one sees at once on Fig. 6 .1 that now, the amplitude of the electric field's modulus has nearly been multiplied by 4. The greater difficulty in achieving a global balancing among all these nonlinear terms (acceleration and collisions) appears as the resulting numerical stationary current ceases to be monotone: however, the saturation process reduces the remaining spurious currents to an order of 10 −9 , nearly identical than the ones appearing in the (less nonlinear) former cases. The steady-state macroscopic density is noticeably lower too, as an effect of the shorter Debye lengths (the electrons screening distance is bigger, hence selfconsistent repulsive effects are stronger). Without any forward bias, the temperature in the channel is now 3% over the lattice's θ.
6.2. Applying a rather strong forward bias. Since we are closer to a regime of quasi-neutrality, it is necessary to apply stronger biases in order to create macroscopic currents in the device. Here we select V = − Temperatures in the channel are higher, too, but significantly lower compared to the ones computed in [33] , Chapter 15. Clearly, being a moment of order 2, the temperature is a quantity sensitive to truncation errors (especially for high-velocity particles) as its computation also asks for both the macroscopic density and momentum,
with u(t, x) the macroscopic velocity. Our WB schemes based on scattering S-matrices produce moments of order 0 and 1 which are quite insensitive to ∆x, the grid size, but order 2 moments may still be considered as "fragile". Remark 4. A field-dependent carriers mobility is meant to render the "pinchoff " of a depleted channel submitted to an excessive potential drop. Numerically, it is possible to see the saturating (stationary) currents as a function of the applied forward bias: see Fig. 6 .3. The straight line corresponds to the linear regression of currents generated with biases lower than 4, for which the device works purely as a resistor.
7. Conclusion. Finite volumes method is built to enforce mass conservation property (in opposition to finite elements). Well-balanced extensions aim at furnishing moreover qualitatively correct stationary mass flows too. Observe that an oscillating current arising close to the junctions indicates a poor resolution of the depletion layer, and is likely to produce a discrepancy on the resulting temperature as well.
Besides, it may be possible to perform an integration of the present methods, where numerical fluxes are based on S-matrices, inside the nowadays popular Discontinuous Galerkin algorithms [19] in order to raise up the overall accuracy. More involved kinetic models, where the inflow boundary value problem for the stationary equations cannot be easily solved, may seem difficult to handle by means of our present (t = 100) with field-dependent collision rate.
approach: in such cases, Bellman's Invariant imbedding theory [9] , where scattering coefficients are derived by means of Ricatti differential equations, may help.
Appendix A. Weakly collisional Landau damping. For the sake of completeness, we set up hereafter a benchmark already considered in [33] , pages 225-227 and inspired by the theoretical calculations published in [22] . The computational domain is x ∈ (−1, 1) with periodic boundary conditions; it is gridded with 2 7 points thus ∆x = 2 ωP . It corresponds to a damped oscillator which exhibits 2 different regimes depending on the location of τ is located with respect to the critical value:
2ω P τ c = 1 ⇔ τ c = 1 2 √ ρ 0 .
1. For τ < τ c , the regime is strongly collisional and exponential decay of the perturbations occurs, quickly damping the kinetic density f . The asymptotic decay rate, as ω P τ → 0, is given by the dielectric frequency ω D . 2. For τ > τ c , the regime is weakly collisional and damped oscillations are observed on the average value (i.e. the Fourier component in ξ = 0) of the electric field. The complex frequency satisfying D(ω, k; τ ) ≃ 0 reads:
Thus one can check numerically the half-period of the oscillations and the speed of decay, which should read T τ = π ωr and exp(−t/2τ ) respectively. This is what is displayed on Fig. A.1 for various values of the relaxation parameter τ : the numerical oscillations are superimposed with the theoretical half-periods and decay rates and a good match appears.
